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INTRODUCTION
Cell models are often used as part of the battery management system (BMS) for an electric vehicle (EV), for functions such as estimating state of charge (SOC) and available power.
Commonly an equivalent circuit model (ECM) is used due to its simplicity and real-time capability, see for example Fleischer et al. (2014) . The BMS must control a cell balancing system which charges and/or discharges individual cells in order to reduce differences in cell voltage, SOC or charge, which can negatively impact the power and energy capability of the pack. Such imbalance can occur due to variations in manufacturing, operating temperature and differing rates of cell degradation, see Dubarry et al. (2010) . Balancing systems are typically classed as passive or active. Passive systems dissipate excess charge as heat through a resistor, whereas active systems are able to distribute charge between cells. Cell voltage is commonly used as a metric of imbalance due to it being a measured signal rather than an estimate -see Lu et al. (2013) . However, as discussed by Young et al. (2013) , differences in impedance mean that cells at the same voltage can be at different SOCs. An accurate SOC estimation could therefore be considered an improvement on voltage measurement. Capacity differences between cells mean that cells at the same SOC may be storing different amounts of charge, and so could still be considered imbalanced.
Balancing systems affect the response of the cells. The cell current and terminal voltage are changed, which in turn may mislead the BMS about the level of imbalance. Reviews of balancing systems by Baronti et al. (2014) and GallardoLozano et al. (2014) give high level behavioural models. While these may give an indication of charge transferred over the several hour duration of balancing, they have limited accuracy. For example it is assumed the balancing current is constant, and there is no insight into cell response. Similarly, papers on specific balancing systems such as by Lin et al. (2011) and Lee & Cheng (2005) provide equations for balancing current but do not couple this with the control system or cell model. Algorithms for controlling the balancing system are also not model based and are often open loop, typically based on periodically checking the cells' voltages and switching cell balancing circuits on or off accordingly, see for example Lee et al. (2011 ), Zhi-guo et al. (2006 . Algorithms for specific balancing systems are proposed in Samadi & Saif (2014) and Altaf et al. (2012) , which show the potential for using model predictive control. Both rely on genetic algorithms to solve a nonlinear constrained minimization function, which is computationally expensive for real time applications. This paper introduces a new methodology for developing ECMs which incorporate balancing systems while maintaining the same inputs and outputs as the standard ECM. These can be used for model-based design and control, in particular designing a regulator rather than relying on open-loop control or very limited feedback. In the first section, the standard ECM is introduced. This is modified to a form suited to the inclusion of balancing systems, and then a generalized solution is proposed. Next, three different balancing topologies are modelled to show how this model structure can be applied, with example simulation results and comments on the implications of the model. Finally the benefits of using the framework for controller design are demonstrated by using it to simulate optimal control of a passive balancing system.
CELL MODEL
The ECM is widely reported in literature, with many variants possible, see for example Hu et al. (2012) and He et al. (2011) . A schematic of a two state ECM is shown in Figure 1 (4) respectively. In (3), Q is the cell capacity in Ah, and 36 is a factor used to rescale the charge value to a percentage. 
Typically, SOC is used as a state, but here vOC is used instead to facilitate matrix manipulation of balancing models. The state equation is given by (5) and can be seen to be analogous to (3). For an ECM, a one-to-one relationship between SOC and vOC is assumed and so the states are interchangeable. An effective capacitance, C0, is calculated using (6) which is analogous to the integrating factor for SOC, and the system poles are the same as for when SOC is a state.
The model parameters are typically a function of SOC/vOC and temperature, but for simplicity a linearized case is considered here. In linear state-space form (7), the system is written as (8). Note also that by using vOC as a state, the nonlinear function (4) is now captured by a parameter, C0. The output equation is now linear parameter varying rather than nonlinear, while the state equations are maintained as linear parameter varying. This potentially simplifies controller design.
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When there is no balancing current, icell is equal to the applied current iapp. For many balancing systems, the balancing current is a function of cell voltage, and possibly the voltages of other cells. As such, the cell current is no longer just the applied current, it also becomes a function of the cell(s)' states. While iapp is measured, individual cell currents are typically not due to the cost and complexity of the additional instrumentation, so they cannot form the input to the system model. A generalized equation for icell is introduced in (9), which is written in a form whereby the model input is iapp, while also being a function of the states of that cell. This is achieved by introducing a state dependency matrix E and an input dependency vector F.
An augmented plant model (10) is created by substituting (9) into (8). This means a cell model which incorporates balancing is now feasible, while the input (iapp) and output (vt) are the same as for a conventional cell model, making it suitable for the same real-time applications. Note that if E is a matrix of zeros and F equal to one, the system returns to the nonbalancing case. matrices does not change the dynamics of each cell by itself, but the E M and F M matrices can then be populated such that one cell's states can be influenced by another's. The E M matrix is size NxSN, where N is the number of cells and S the number of states per cell (2 throughout this paper). F M is an Nx1 vector. Generally, the E M coefficients for each state of a particular cell are the same. As such, it is more convenient to first create an NxN square matrix of coefficients for each cell, then pattern the columns S times using the Kronecker tensor product ⊗.
3. BALANCING MODELS
The system structure in (10) 
Passive Balancing
A passive balancing system works by connecting a resistor in parallel with the cell-see for example Lee et al. (2011) . This is the most commonly used system on production vehicles due to its low cost and simplicity. However, its dissipative nature means that cell energy is wasted as heat, and energy cannot be distributed between cells. A schematic is shown in Figure 2 , where ibal is the balancing current and Rbal the balancing resistor. Current is drawn from the cell by the resistor, discharging the cell, with the energy dissipated as heat. The passive system is governed by (12) and (13).
By applying (12) to (1) and substituting this into (13) and rearranging, (14) is obtained. This can be written in the generalized form of (9), where the state dependency matrix and input dependency vector for one cell are given in (15).
Since there is no cell interdependence, each cell model can be solved individually.
Figure 2: schematic of passive balancing Figure 3 shows a simulation of passive balancing using a resistance of 8.5Ω which for this model results in a balancing current of approximately 1/50 th of the cell capacity. The algorithm used is to activate balancing for all cells which have an SOC 1% greater than the minimum SOC. The results show a near linear change in SOC over time as the balancing current is almost constant. The terminal voltage is pulled down by the balancing current but since the current is small the terminal voltages remain distinct and so are still suitable as a metric of imbalance. 
Cell-Cell Capacitive Balancing
A cell-cell capacitive system, a schematic of which is shown in Figure 4 , functions by switching a capacitor between two neighbouring cells. The cell at the higher voltage charges the capacitor, which is then connected to the lower voltage cell. The capacitor then discharges into this cell, and the process is repeated. Two approaches are possible: using a large capacitor and low switching frequency as per Sheng et al. (2011); Arasaratnam et al. (2014) , or a small capacitor with a high switching frequency (kHz range), as per Kim et al. (2014) . The latter has been chosen here as it would be more costeffective for an EV.
The model considers a capacitor Cbal connected in parallel with a cell; the resistance Rbal encapsulates the equivalent series resistance of the capacitor along with transistor resistance. The balancing current is required in order to calculate the cell current using (12). For a capacitive system, the balancing charge also has to be considered, which relates to the current according to (16) . The terminal voltage is given by (17), which adds an extra state to the cell model.
Since a BMS sampling rate is typically in the order of 1Hz, modelling the high frequency switching dynamics are not pertinent, and instead a time averaged solution is sought. Over the sub-millisecond time period of the capacitor being connected to the cell, it is assumed that cell state voltages and applied current do not change. The analytical solution for charge qbal transferred while connected to the cell for time tSW is given by (18), with the initial conditions given by (19). The subscripts A and B refer to the cell which is currently connected to the capacitor and the cell which was previously connected respectively. Where:
The change in charge over tSW can be calculated to give the average balancing current, . The average balancing current between BMS samples is then scaled by p, which is the duty cycle (how often the cell is connected to the capacitor) which is taken here to be 0.5. This time-averaged balancing current is given by (20).
Where:
A switching matrix, δ, is required to determine which cells are connected to which through each capacitor. 
For this simulation, the switching frequency was set to 50kHz with a balancing capacitance of 1mF and balancing resistance of 5mΩ. For the values in the simulation, the balancing current was small at the end of the switching period, so the second term in (20) was neglected. Example results are presented in Figure 5 . The cell SOCs converge gradually over time and the balancing currents decrease as the cell voltages converge. The balancing current is relatively low: one limiting factor is the balancing resistance which is similar to the cell's internal resistance. As such, the difference in SOCs is largely reflected by the terminal voltages. Figure 6 shows a comparison between (18) and (20) over the duration of the capacitor being connected. The significant variation in balancing current means that using a physical measurement for the BMS could be misleading if consecutive samples are taken at different points throughout the switching cycle. The time-averaged solution provides a much more reliable indication of the state of balancing. 
Cell-Module Balancing
This balancing system considers the case of a cell discharging into the module or the module charging a cell using a bidirectional converter. A schematic of one cell connected to a module is shown in Figure 7 . As discussed in Gallardo-Lozano et al. (2014) and Cao et al. (2008) , there are many possible approaches to the hardware design of a cell-module system. For this, the method of voltage conversion is arbitrary, with only the voltage gain g and efficiency η of importance. The equations governing the input and output voltage of the converter are given by (22) and (23), where vcell in this case is the cell connected to the converter input and ibal is the current drawn by the converter input. Figure 7 : Schematic of cell-to-module balancing system
Additionally, a switching vector, δ, is defined in (24). For the system considered here, only one cell can be connected to the converter at any time. Using this, the vector of cell currents can be written as (25).
When a cell is connected to the module, the converter output is equal to the module voltage and so (26) applies. This can be rearranged to obtain an expression for the converter output current in (27) which can be substituted into (25).
From this the E M and F M matrices can be derived, which take the form of (28).
For the study considered here, a simple switching algorithm was created which activates balancing for whichever cell is furthest from the mean SOC. The converter gain was set at 4, i.e. the number of cells, and the efficiency at 0.85. Example results are shown in Figure 8 . It is apparent that the terminal voltage is changed significantly by the balancing system. For example, once balancing starts, cell 3 has the second highest terminal voltage despite having the lowest SOC. This is because of the large current drawn to charge the cell. As with the cell-cell balancing system, the balancing current reduces over time because it is the difference in cell voltages that drives current magnitude. The cell connected to the converter switches between cell 1 and cell 3 each time step due to each one alternately being further from the mean SOC because the balancing current continually alters the SOC more for the connected cell. The switching signal is shown in Figure 10 . Based on the simulation parameters above, the poles of the cell when not balancing and when set to balance are given in Table  2 . In all cases, the RC pair poles become faster and the vOC poles are moved from zero to slow, negative values. The passive system has little effect on system poles, due to the relatively large balancing resistance. The current for passive balancing cannot be large due to the amount of heat generated.
The converter system creates a larger change in poles than the capacitive system, which is reflected in the faster time to balance. Cell terminal voltage is a commonly used metric of imbalance, see Baughman & Ferdowsi (2005) . However, balancing systems alter the terminal voltage, meaning the metric is not necessarily reliable. By using a model of the balancing system, an instantaneous estimate of the terminal voltage without balancing, ̂, can be made using (29), allowing it to be used as a metric even during balancing. This can also be used to predict and avoid a situation where switching balancing on or off changes the terminal voltage such that it goes outside of the intended region of operation for the cell, which is particularly relevant when balancing toward the end of charging.
̂= + (29)
If SOC is to be used as an imbalance metric, an accurate SOC estimate is required. Model based approaches such as an extended Kalman Filter are commonly used, see for example Plett (2004) and Sun et al. (2014) . These combine cell current integration as per (4) with feedback from the measured cell voltage. Since the balancing system modifies the cell current and voltage, SOC estimation accuracy may be hindered if balancing is not accounted for. In the above examples iapp is zero so (4) would yield no change in SOC. The estimator is then dependent on output correction, the rate of which is limited by the robustness of the model. By accounting for balancing in the cell model, better SOC estimation should be possible. Good estimation of balancing current from the model could also mean that balancing current does not need to be sensed, reducing the cost and complexity of the system. Sensing balancing current may not be reliable for some cases anyway, such as for the capacitive system where the current is very dynamic.
CONTROLLER DESIGN
The structure of (10) is analogous to a state feedback gain matrix, and the system is controllable according to the rank of the controllability matrix, see Tewari (2002) . Techniques such as optimal control could be used to tune the balancing system response, though there may be many constraints on the E M matrix and F M vector. The two active systems modelled above lack current control since the balancing current is driven by the state voltages. More control is possible by regulating the converter gain, but the range of gain values must be limited to avoid taking cell currents and voltages outside the intended operating window. Similarly, the switching frequency of the capacitive system could be altered, with a slower frequency reducing the balancing current. Passive balancing can be regulated by using a duty cycle to alter the time-averaged balancing current. In this case, an effective balancing current is calculated using (30) based on a duty cycle d.
For passive balancing, the cells are to be brought down to within sd of the lowest SOC in the pack. For this study, sd was set to be 1%, in line with the examples above. To quantify this, the vector in (31) is created.
The aim is to find a vector of d values, subject to two criteria. Firstly, all cells should reach end-of-balance simultaneously since some cells finishing earlier than others generates more heat without any additional global imbalance reduction. Secondly, at least one cell should have a duty cycle equal to 1 so the overall imbalance is reduced as fast as possible. In order to meet the first criterion, (32) is used to govern imbalance reduction. By applying (3) and (9), (32) can be written as (33). The objective is to find d for each cell such that (33) applies and at least one d is equal to 1.
The state dependency matrix and input dependency vector for cell n are given by (34), derived in the same way as (12)-(15). These can then be diagonalized to create E M and F M .
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The problem can be re-written as (35). Given the relative magnitudes of RD and Rbal, it is assumed that the elements of the input dependency vector are all equal to 1. This is solved by inverting H M to find a solution to the α M vector, which is then rescaled such that the maximum d is equal to 1.
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A study with the same initial conditions was run as before, but with a 10% variation in cell internal resistance and capacity.
This means that the required duty cycle is no longer just proportional to the SOC difference. Differences in capacity means it will take different amounts of charge to reduce SOC by a given amount, and differences in resistance result in different cell currents for a given duty cycle. The results in Figure 10 show that the three cells all reach the 1% threshold simultaneously, meaning that the minimum possible balancing temperature rise has occurred. If cells 2 and 4 are set to balance with a duty cycle of 1, more power, and so heat is generated, but the global imbalance of the pack is not reduced since this is governed by the difference between cells 1 and 3.
CONCLUSIONS
The work presented here provides a standard framework for incorporating a balancing system into a widely used cell model. By directly using vOC as a state, the same inputs and outputs as the standard ECM can be maintained and the same analysis and control techniques applied. This has the benefit of capturing the altered dynamics of the system, so that the variation in cell current and voltage caused by the balancing system can be understood and accounted for, and modelled in real time. Similarly, the impact of which imbalance metric to use (voltage, SOC or charge difference) can also be evaluated. The framework can also be used to design the balancing controller, improving on existing algorithms by accounting for variations in cell properties and incorporating metrics such as time to balance and heat generation.
Future work will include the design of a balancing controller for specific hardware. This also includes accounting for, and analysing the impact of, the parameter varying nature of the system, as well as ensuring robustness to a non-zero applied current.
